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НЕ ЗАБУДЬ!!! Окончательные решения занеси в бланк ответов.

A7

I. Grammar part
1. My brother has always ………. of becoming a great footballer.
A) dreaming

Б) dreamed

B) dreams

Г) dreamt

2. I’m bored! I ………. to do.
A) have nothing

Б) haven’t got anything

B) don’t have something

Г) don’t have anything

3. While the boys (1) ………. to school, they (2) ………. about yesterday’s football match.
A) (1) were walking; (2) talked

Б) (1) walked; (2) talked

B) (1) were walking; (2) were talking

Г) (1) walked; (2) were talking

4. ………. to Japan, Dave?
A) Did you ever go

Б) Did you ever be

B) Have you ever been

Г) Were you ever

5. ………. I make you a cup of coffee, dad?
A) Can

Б) Could

B) Would

Г) Shall

6. As soon as you ………. your homework, I’ll let you watch the match on TV.
A) will finish

Б) will do

B) have done

Г) finish

7. A: We have run out of milk. I can’t make pancakes.
B: Don’t worry, mum. ………. to the supermarket to buy some.
A) I’ll go
Б) I’m going
B) I go

Г) I’m going to go

8. He was (1) ………. but pleased after such (2) ………. work.
A) (1) exhausted; (2) challenging

Б) (1) exhausting; (2) rewarding

B) (1) tired; (2) demanding

Г) (1) tiring; (2) demanded

9. Neptune is the ………. planet in the Solar System.
A) furthest

Б) farest

B) furthet

Г) farthest

10. If it (1) ………. sunny tomorrow, we (2) ………. volleyball in the park.
A) (1) will be; (2) can play

Б) (1) is; (2) will play

B) (1) is; (2) can play

Г) (1) will be; (2) will play

11. ………. Tom and Mary were picking up mushrooms in the forest, they saw a viper.
A) When

Б) While

B) During

Г) As

II. Vocabulary and communication
12. Alice has a sore ………. and a temperature. Her tonsils are swollen. She might have a flu.
A) stomach

Б) spine

B) throat

Г) elbow

13. Dave is very sporty. He often plays ………. in his free time.
A) judo

Б) badminton

B) table tennis

Г) skateboarding

14. You can have ………. steak in a good restaurant.
A) well-done

Б) rare

B) fizzy

Г) medium

15. Tina ………. some really interesting photos in Madame Tussaud’s wax museum.
A) did

Б) took

B) posed for

Г) made

B) cabbage

Г) sausages

16. You can buy some ………. at the butcher’s.
A) ham

Б) screws

17. Tom’s favourite film is a ………. about aliens from space.
A) historical drama

Б) spy story

B) science-fiction film

Г) western

18. My sister has got ………. hair.
A) straight

Б) slim

B) wavy

Г) tall

B) thumb

Г) jaw

B) afford

Г) buy

B) take up

Г) begin

19. Your ………. is a part of your head.
A) cheek

Б) skull

20. That tablet is too expensive. I can’t ………. it.
A) get

Б) spend

21. I have enough time to ………. a new hobby this year.
A) pick up

Б) start

III. Reading comprehension
WHERE IS THE TRUE HOME OF THE HAMBURGER?
The kind of beef we see in hamburgers, minces beef, was possibly invented by Mongolians over 800 years ago. But who first put the
beef in between pieces of bread, and called it a hamburger?
Three different cities in the United States all say that they were the first to invent America’s favourite food. Some people say that
Fletcher Davis, from Athens, Texas, invented hamburgers. ‘Old Dave’, as people called him, was selling minced beef sandwiches in his
lunch bar as early as the 1880s. Some years later, they say that a group of Germans called his sandwich a ’ hamburger’ because people
from the German city of Hamburg ate this kind of beef.
Other people believe that the hamburger came from a different city called Hamburg - the 1885 fair in Hamburg, New York. The
Menches brothers were selling pork sandwiches, but when there was no more pork, they used minced beef and gave it a new name, the
‘hamburger’.
The third possible inventor of the hamburger was Charlie Nagreen, also known as ‘Hamburger Charlie’, from Seymour, Wisconsin.
He said that in 1885 he invented the world’s first hamburgers at a fair. Seymour now celebrates the invention of the hamburger every
year. In 1989, it was the home of the world’s largest ever burger - over 2,500 kg!
(From: H. Puchta, J. Stranks ‘English in Mind’ Cambridge)

22. Mongolians invented ………. 800 years ago.
A) hamburgers

Б) pork

B) sandwiches

Г) minced beef

23. Some Americans believe that hamburgers were first made in
A) Hamburg, New York.

Б) Seymour, Wisconsin.

B) Hamburg, Germany.

Г) Athens, Texas.

24. We find some ………. between two pieces of bread in a hamburger.
A) minced pork

Б) chopped turkey

B) minced beef

Г) mashed meat

25. Choose the true sentences.
A) Fletcher Davis gave the name ‘hamburger’ to his sandwich.
Б) The largest hamburger, produced in 1989, weighed more than two and a half tons.
B) The Menches brothers and 'Hamburger Charlie' all say they invented hamburgers in the same year.
Г) The Menches brothers used beef in their sandwiches because nobody liked pork.
26. We can find the city of Hamburg in

C

A) the USA.

Б) New York state.

B) Athens.

Г) in Germany.
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